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ABOLITION: PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATIONt

Joselice Jucá

The proximity of the centenary of Abolition in Brazil in 1888 has been
remembered by historians as the magnum event of the nineteenth century.

Nevertheless, the study of abolitionism in Brazil has shown that, the
analysis of the abolitionist process had occurred in a linear fashion. 1 mean,the
abolitionist movement had succeeded as a consequehce of the struggle of a group
of people led by Joaquim Nabuco, with their tenacity and leadership, rnanaged
to achieved their goals.

With no intention to shadow Joaquim Nabuco's role played along the
Brazilian reformisi process, what should be particularly emphasized hera is
that, ábolition in Brazil lias suggested some interesting problems of
interpretation.

It seems to me that Abolition in the Brazilian context, has been studied
in isolation. Actually, whátever reason, the abolitionist process has never been
seen ás part of a rnuch more far-reaching social - reform involving land
distribution. As a wnsequence, the studies concerning abolition until nowadays
- with few exceptions - wouldfocuse attention on the way abolition was
conducted instead of concentrating on other proposMs of reform included iri
the abolitionist movement.

Unfortunàtely there is a tendency in Brazit to giority the abolitionist
carnpaign and its leaders emphasizing thõir patriotic imovementignoringarnuch
more interesting movement led by those in favor of an agrarian reform.

In addition, historians have prefered to ignore the presence and the
action of ne9roes engaged in their struggle for freedom, as it occurred, for
instance, with the figure of André Rebouças and his group.
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Rebouças' case is singular for different reasons: first, because Fie probably
was the only black abolitionist able to construct a body of ideas related to the
postabolitionist period, i. e., Fie willed to solve problems of the black people

• after abolition. Secxnd, because Rebouças was more consistent than many a?
his contemporaries, Fie worked out his agrarian proposals ingreat detail and he
had a more far-reaching vision of reform. Finaily, because Rebouças' social

• thought represents a new perspective from which abolition can be seen, thus,
different from the peculiar waythe dominant class, re9arded it.

These points surely justify a more detailed analysis of the abolitionist
procass in Brazil and its problems of interpretation.

In spite of a consensus an-tong historians that abolition was a ptofound
change, it is opportune to eniphasize that slavery as an institution was almost
cet-tainly fated to disappear as a consequenca of the end of the siave trade in
1850 and Viscount Rio Branco's Law of the Free Womb (Ventre Livre) a? 28
September 1871. In truth, the institution was becoming economically
unprofitable. Nevertheless even after abolition, the ecoiiomy of thetraditional
agrarian society continued to rest on the other two pillars, the latifundium and
nionoculture. The removal of these obstadas, and the promotion of a broader
programme of social and economic reform, constitutêd the principal chalienge
for would-be reformers in their struggle throughout the nineteenth century
(and beyond).

It is therefore incohvenient and unsatisfactory to study abolition in
isolation, 1. e., divorced from the social and economic proposals of reform
wh!ch mede up an important part of the abolitionist program. The fact that
such proposals were part of abolitionism Fias tended to be forgotten by Brazilian
historians. Until recently, the whole episode of abolition in Brazil has been
studied in an aura of giorious patriotisn, - as a "single-issue" campaign in which
an abolitionist like Joaquim Nabuco enierged as "the fiery apostle of abolition"
- whose speeches in Parliament giorified "the dignity of human life, the bonds
of Christian brotherhood, the imniortality of the souls of those unjustly
condemned to a life of cruel servitude". 1

The role played by Nabuco among abolitionists is infact quite distorted
in traditionaj accounts. His remarkable capacity for leadership bis aristoaatic
origins and his reputation as an orator have ali served to placa him in in
outstanding position in the political landscape of the monarchy and particularly
in the abo!itionist campaign. Thus, in accordance with this "patriotic" approach,
there has been a tendency to concentrate attention on Nabuco as a synibol of
the abolitionist campaign and its goals. As a consequence, most of the õther
abolitionists wbo also played importam rolesroles in the 1880s, have generally
remain in the back-ground. Even abolitionists like Joaquim Serra, Wenceslaú
Guimarâ'es, André Rebouças and José do Patroc(nio, have not received thèir
due attention from historians, with the partial exception of Patrocinio, "a negro
with a touch of genius". 2 Frequently their individual contributions as social
thinkers have not been clarified by historians, and their activities have been
Iumped in with those of Nabuco as part of an indeterminate whole.
•	 The lack of interest of Brazilian historians - at least until recently -
in researching this "obscure aspect" of abolition can be accounted for in part
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by the actual pross of atrnlition in Brazil. Abolitionism was seen at the time
as a solution of the agrarian question.rather than for the slavesthemselves. The
emancipation of the blacks was actively orchestrated by the dominant classes,
even thou9h their interests and rights were, in traditional historiography,
supposed to be adversely affected by abolition. 3 There was a consensus of
opinion among historians that - to quota one of them - "the only question was
to find a formula which should save from ruiji thousands of fazendeiros who
pinning their faith on the imperial wnstitution and the existing legislation,
had invested their fortunes in lands" as well as slaves.

In this analysis a seeming contradiction emerges from the fact that it
was a Conservative cabinet led by fazendeiros that produceci the abolition
law. However this contradiction is far more apparent than real. Thraughout
the 1880s, the owners (particularly in the south) who had been resisting the
idea of abolition became convincedthat a free work force would be cheaper and
more efficient. Butapart from economic motives, otherj iconsiderationsworealso
involved. If the dominam classes, hera represented by fazendeiros were in
control during the final stage of abolition, they could for that reason prevent
the government fron, adopting the other, more radical reforms espoused by
abolitionists, such as agrarian reform and "Brazilian. rural democracy", both
particulariy advocated by Rebouças. 6

To successfuliy achieve these more radical goais, abolitionisrn would
also needed, apart from political viability, to be a social movement carried oiit
by representatives.of the slaves then,selves. The chaotic condition of the ex-
slaves as freedruen later on demonstrated the failure of abolition as a social
reform. In fact;in terms of social and economic 9am, the ex-slaves remained
marginal to society; without land work, or hope of a future. This is not
surprising since abolifionism was - as we have indicated - intended to salve the
economic problems of the dominam classes.classes. In this sense, abolition can be
considered as a remarkable economic change which may even have helped to
speed the pross of industrialization in the wuntry, but not as a really
profound social transformation.

There is one other aspect of abolitionism in Brazil whichshould be
emphasized. Although abolition was carried out by.representatives of the
dominant classes abolitionism itself, as a movement, advocated a program of
reform which included radical proposalssuchasthe elimination of the latifundium
and the democratization of thé land. These reformswere in anflict - clearly -
with the interests of one of the moa representativa segments of the elite, the
landowners. In order to understand this antradiction, some important aspects
ofthe problem shauld be clarifiéd. One of them, is the useof the term "dominant
class" in thiwntext. It seems obvious that there were different class leveis
within the elite in nineteenth csntury Brazil

'
As one levei there were

Parliamentary politicians, again the Iand-owners, who frequentely served as
politicians as well, and on a third there were intelteátuals, both genuine and
"dilettante" most of whom were engaged in the press, or in other liberal
professions such as law, engineering and medicine. Conseqiiently, this dominant
class, as a.whole, had a variety of interests, some of which were completely
divorced from-those of the agrarian aristocracy.
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The entrepreneur and investor of the nineteenth century was more
closely identified with the ideas of industrialization and progress than with the
maintenance of stavery as an institution. "Dilettante intelectuais" and liberal
professionais were frequently drawn to anti-establisbment causes because, despite
the fact that abolitionists, generally speaking, were part of upper class, their
prímariiy urban interests were divorced from those of the agrarian aristoaacy,
given their different origins, aspirations and roles in society.

Even Joaquim Nabu, whose family was linked with the aristocracia
canavieira ol the North-Easf, was not for that reason necessarily identified with
the continuation of slavery. His family's concerns were with urban, rather than
rural affairs. Nabuw, in particular, throughout his abolitionist phase, was also
linked with the Central Factories of London 6 .whichwasinvolved in setting up
engenhos centrais and the promotion of investments in Brazil. As we have seen,
Rebouças had been an engineer and investor, who in acrd with his capitalist
background, was also closeiy involved with British capital and investments
in the oountry.

At.this point 1 must also stress that, Rebouças, aboiitionism and Joaquim
Nabuco represent distinctive ideas and attitudes in relation to the abolitionist
movement. Both lines of engagement represent distinct intérests and even
different points of view concerning the movement.

In arder to ciarify this argument, 1 wish to recail that the Brazitian
abolitionists in general fomulated a two-pronged plan of attack. it inciuded
first, a campaign favouring the .elimination of slavery's legal supports, and
second, a prgramme of social reform entailing the destruction of the
latifundium and monocultura to bring about "Brazilian rural demoacy", to
use a term invented by Rebouças hirnsetf - and not Nabua,, as is often stated.
In terms of the participation of aboiitionists, the une between the two
approaches is quite indistinct. Propagandists like José do Patrocinio, Ferreira de
Menezes, Vicente de Souza, Niwlau Moreira and Jo go Ciapp, cónsidered by Na-
buco as "the pioneers" 7 were already identified with aboiition in iso/ation
(the fim approach), using emotional arguments in the press, influencing public
õØinion and stimulating voluntary manumission.

The other group, consisting of Nabuco, Rebouças, Joaquim Serra, Gus-
rnSo Lobo and others, was, according to Nabuco, the "moderate" group. But
in examining their links with both approaches to abolitionism, it seems that
this group was in fact much more radical then the so-called "pioneers" in its
commitment to a major programme of reform. This group was not-restricted
to "militant abolitionists" and in fact, because of the expectations surrounding
the charige from siave labour to free labour, most oftheadvocatesof immigration
- the other great Brazilian "cause" of the time - joined these abolitionists,
taking up ar assuming their progressivo pt-oposals. Members of the Sociedde
Centrai de lmigraço such as Beaurepaire Roban, Alfredo d'Escagnoie Taunáy,
Saturnino Cândido Gomes, and Wenceslau de Souza Guimaries among others,
became firm supporters of abolitionism. 8 From its very foundation dnwards,
this influential society advocated a wide programme of social reforms, ih
ostensible opposition to ali forrns of exploitation.
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This broad approach also reflected Ãndre Rébouças'rnain proposais,
as synthesized in his concept of ilavery:

"a esaavidffo nffo está no nome mas sim no fato de usufruir do trabalho
de miseráveis sem pagar salário ou pagando apenas o estrito necessário
para nâb morrer de fome. Aviltar e minimizar o salário é reeso'avisar.
Mesmo nos países que se supôern altamente civilizados a plutocracia faz
todo o possível para reduzir o salário ao m(nimo absoluto; a landoa-acia
principalmente, é reescravisadora por atavismo nffo compreende a agricul-
tura sem escravo ou sem servo da gleba". 9

In other words, Rebous' ideas on immigration were in harmony with
bis general opposition to slavery 1 #ithinwhich he sought to avoid the "reescra-
visaçio do imigrante" by the landovner. In this sense, bis proposals were nevar
restricted to the abolition of negro slavery alone, but also included a social and
economic policy designed to prevent alternativa forms of slavery, such as the
fazendeiros plan to use immigrant colonos as a substituta for slave labour. Re-
bouças, on the wntrary, believed the opposite. In his view, the immigrarit Colo-
no should be the means of destroying the latifundium and introducing "Brazilian
rural demoo-acy". In addition, Rebouças' concept of slavery was quite generous
and ahead of bis time; comprising many forms of slavery, particularly those
related to social unjustness exemplified with the low payments of wage labour.

When we attempt to identify unique aspects of Rebouças' thought,
it is useful to stress some evidence which shows how Rebouças actually
anticipated many of thearguments commonly associated with other abolitionists.
This indistinct vision concerning specific aspects of Rebouças' social thought,
has contributed to stimulate debates on abolition and its problems of
interpretation. In other words, in ignoring the social program embodidd in the
abolitionist campaign, historians have stressed too much the "patriotic"
movement in favour of the black people and their fate.

In fact, it is impossibleto discuss abolition and its forms ot interpretation
if we ignore the marginal situation of the free black people increasingly during
the 1880s, when newly emancipated slaves were very much part of the Brazilian
scene. Vet, it is far from clear that abolition benefited them very much. We

nnot examine this aspect in detail hera, but it is important to underline it.
The fact that abolitionists, generaily speaking, concerned themselves with
emancipation without considering the integration of the formar siaves into
society does not appear to us to be a good indicator of the abo litionist move ment
as one of social reform. This is really the crux of the rnatter. It is also worth
bearing in niind that, in observing the characteristics ofassimilation, Katia Mat-
toso has noted that the whites' relatively willing acceptance of blacks and
mulattos in •the period before abolition increasingly diminished afterwards -
even in such characteristically black areas as Bahia - and that accentuated social
divisions can be detected. The rigid social stratification which has extended from
the late nineteenth century to present times, with its strong (but often denied)
ethnic prejud ice, may well be dueto theway in which abo lition was implernented
rather than to the systim of slavery as sueI,.
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In fact, the difficulties of social integration experienced by ex-slaves as
a class were thus cnsiderable. What had been the central characteristics of tbe
free coloured population in pre-abolition, slave-owning Brazil? For some authors10
freed slaves in the earlier period werõ able to build themselves an intermediary
lite-style, somewhere between actual slavery and real freeciorn. Mulattos in par-
ticular saem to have been able to rise to some extent in the social scale. (Greater
legitimization of mulatto births and marriages in sometirnes taken to be an
indicator of social mobility). The Rebouças family itself might be cited asa good
example. However, it must be asked how this improvernent was achieved, and
what financial and economic means facilitated it. Most blacks, emerging from
the tutelage of the masters, but still facing the hostility of a slavery-oriented
society, were inadequately prepared to adapt to a free work environment. In
fact, in most cases the only benetit received by freedmen was their freedom -
and lacking education, without a land, and labelled by society as ex-slaves,they
did notfindit.

The role of free coloured men as artisans had earlier led to the formation
of guilds similar to those in Europa. However, as the trades of goldsmith and
silvershmith were so lu-ative,and since it was feared that such craftsmen would
become ewnomically powerful, they were forbidden in 1732 to exercise this
profession by order of the crown, on the grounds that they would do "great
damage to the public". 11 It might be concluded from this example that the
possibility of social ascent by these groups appearéd as a threat in a society
doniinated by whites. Specific cases in which mulattos rose sociallyand politically
in the second halt of the nineteenth century were undoubtedly dueto individual
entórprise. Nevertheless, mulattos were still targets for racial attacks when
involved in quarrels and disputes. 	 -

Furthermore, there are some historians who argua that Brazilian sociõty
evolved from a two-class system in the colonial.period into a more complex
structure (by the later nineteenth Century) with an emergent middle class
consisting of free coloureds, who entered liberal profession like engineering,
medicine or law. Even if certain amount of social mobility did occur at this
period, it remains true that most of them, even today, are still deprived of social
and economic status. Possibly we should think in terms of a divided middle
class in Brazil - with an upper section which has almost always had access to
the political and intelectual life of the nation, and a lower section (much largar)
mede up of those who emerged from the artisan guilds and similar backgrounds,
these being the remnants ot the lower leveis of the free black population, the
majority of which nevar managed to acquire status due to the lack of integration
and education prior to abolition.

During the pre-abolition period, abolitionists do not appear to have
shown any great concern for the social and economic integration of slave labour.
The main abolitionist proposal was, as we have stressed alrnost aways, simply
to free the siave without giving any special attention to his social and economic
future. Emilia Viotti da Costa is accurate in her analysis of this aspect of the
abolitionist movement:

"O movimento abolicionista extinguiu-se com a Abolição. Fora primor-
dialmente uma promoção de brancos, de homens livres. A adesão dos es-
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cravos viera depois. Nascera mais do desejo de libertar a nação dos
malef(cios da escravatura, dos entraves que esta representava para a eco-
nomia em desenvolvimento, do que propriamente do desejo de libertar
a raça escravisada em benefício dela própria, para integrá-la à sociedade
dos homens livres. Alcançando o ato emancipador, abandonou-se a popu-
lação de ex-escravos à sua própria sorte". 12

In conclusion, abolition as a form of social emancipation was never
foremost in the mmd of the abolitionist movement as a whole. It is possible
howéver to discern a secondary movement - an active one - of those who
saw abolition in a reforrnis-t light and who were concerned with its social
rarnifications after the advent of freedom. lt is within this context that a small
but representative group of reformers from the early nineteenth cntury onwards,
had been pl-oposing advanced measures relating to the ownership of land. For
them, the answer to the multitude of -social problems in Brazil lay in a wrrect
organization of agriculture - the key to the successful integration of blacks
after the emancipation, to make them landowners.
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